Terms and conditions
These legal terms (English law) are between the customer (You/Your) and Pluto Services Ltd.
(We/Us/Our/Pluto) when you use our website (https://pluto.travel) or our services on Facebook
Messenger (https://m.me/travelpluto).
Please read how we handle and protect your data at https://pluto.travel/privacy

Who is Pluto?
Pluto helps you buy and manage travel insurance. You provide us information about yourself
and your trip or required insurance and we provide you with an appropriate quote. If you
choose to buy insurance, you then manage it afterwards on Facebook Messenger via our lovely
chatbot.
We are an insurance broker (referred to as an Insurance Intermediary by people in the know).
We will help you manage your policy and do things like making changes, searching your cover,
cancelling your policy or even making a claim. However, we don’t decide on the outcome of
your claim, this is done by one of our partners. Like most brokers, we are compensated when
you buy insurance from us, this is called our commission, it’s a percentage of what you pay.
When you buy a policy from us, this is always immediately sent to you via email.
Our insurance contracts are currently underwritten by, but not limited to, Zurich Insurance
Limited, the specific terms are outlined in your policy documentation you receive after buying
insurance from us. We will always make it clear who is underwriting (providing) your insurance.
Some important but boring pieces of information about our company:
● We are Pluto Services Ltd.
● We are registered in England and Wales under company number 10252067
● Our registered office and trading address is 6, 31 Three Colt St, London, E14 8HH
● Authorised and regulated by the FCA. Registration number 811897.

Using our service
By using this website (even before purchasing insurance), you accept and agree to these terms.
If you do not agree, unfortunately, you shouldn’t use our site.
None of the information we provide should be considered as advice in relation to insurance or
your specific circumstances. The content within our service is for your general information and
use only. It changes often, usually without any notice. We like improving things quickly.
If you want to cancel or claim on your insurance, you can do this on Messenger or email us at
hello@pluto.travel . The conditions around your claim or what changes you can make and
whether you’re entitled to cancellation or a refund are in your policy document.
By registering as a user of Pluto, you confirm that you: are over the age of 18, a human being (no
robots allowed, yet!) and live in the United Kingdom. Our services are only for users in the
United Kingdom.
When using our service on Facebook Messenger you also agree to Facebook’s terms and
conditions. These are agreed to when a conversation is started with Pluto on Facebook
Messenger.

